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“Detailing services with a personal touch”

Ceramic coatings &
paint Corrections PRICES

1 stage
Paint Correction ⮯

2 stages
Paint Correction ⮯

3 stages
Paint Correction ⮯

* 1 STAGE of CUTTING with 3 &
5 inch RUPES DUAL ACTION
MACHINES POLISH to remove
light defects (up to 55% - 60%)
and swirl marks.

* 2 STAGES OF CUTTING with 3
& 5 inch RUPES DUAL ACTION
MACHINES POLISH to remove
medium defects (up to 75%80%), light scratches & swirl
marks.
* 1 STAGE of REFINING polishing

* 3 to 4 STAGES OF CUTTING with 2, 3 & 5
inch RUPES DUAL ACTION MACHINES
POLISH in DETAIL to remove heavy defects
(up to 90% - 95%), heavy scratches, swirl
marks and marring signs (as much as the
paint allows, first, being measured with
paint thickness gauge)
* 1 STAGE of REFINING polishing

Small Car ⇲

* 1 STAGE of REFINING polishing

Paint Correction ONLY ➣

£200

£400

£600

+ 1 year ceramic (£125)
+ 2 years ceramic (£225)
+ 5 years ceramic (£350)

£325
£425
£550

£525
£625
£750

£725
£825
£950

Medium Car ⇲

1 STAGE

2 stages

3 stages

Paint Correction ONLY ➣

£225

£425

£650

+ 1 year ceramic (£150)
+ 2 years ceramic (£250)
+ 5 years ceramic (£400)

£375
£475
£625

£575
£675
£825

£800
£900
£1050

Large Car ⇲

1 stage

2 stages

3 stages

Paint Correction ONLY ➣

£250

£450

£700

+ 1 year ceramic (£175)
+ 2 years ceramic (£275)
+ 5 years ceramic (£450)

£425
£525
£700

£625
£725
£900

£875
£975
£1150

Examples of vehicle sizes:
Small car: Ford Fiesta; Audi A1; Fiat 500
Medium car: Ford Mondeo; Audi A4; BMW 5 Series
Large car: Ford Galaxy; Audi Q7; BMW X5; Range Rover
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Other ceramic
coating packages…

“ Detailing services with a personal touch ”
Wheels:
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Prices:

Gyeon Q² Rim

* Gyeon Q² Rim is an advanced quartz coating specifically
formulated to withstand extremely high temperatures (up to 800°C)
and aggressive cleaning chemicals - which makes it ideal for protecting
wheels - brake callipers and exhaust tips.
* This package includes wheels off deep clean.
24 months / 20.000 miles

This package only:
from £160
Discounted with the 5 years
ceramic coating package:
from £120
Prices:

Glass:

Gyeon Q² View

* GYEON Q² View's primary task is to increase the safety of you and your passengers as well
as the comfort of driving in difficult road conditions. Gyeon Q2 View provides a much better
view of the road by keeping the windows clean, repelling water and dirt
and through that increasing it`s transparency.
12 months / 15.000 miles

Leather:

Gyeon Q² Leather Shield

Prices:

* Gyeon Q² Leather Shield repels dirt and prevents discoloration, protects against liquids and UV-rays.
Providing great protection and no change of feel or colour, leaving a fully matte finish.
Gyeon Q² Leather Shield does not stiffen the leather or make it more slippery,
maintaining the regular comfort of use.
12 months / …

Plastic & trims:

into ensuring a mat or satin finish of materials. Even after 12 months, the effect of colour saturation
does not diminish, which often means exceeding the durability of traditional products.
The hydrophobic effect protects against colour saturation and provides smooth maintenance.
12 months / 15.000 miles
To achieve this durability a proper safe maintenance wash is required.
For your piece of mind, each package is covered by warranty…

This package only:
£100
Discounted with the 5 years
ceramic coating package:
£80
Prices:

GYEON Q² Trim

* Gyeon Q² Trim preserves the long-lasting, supreme effect of colour saturation, which translates

•
•

This package only:
£100
Discounted with the 5 years
ceramic coating package:
£80

This package only:
from £80
Discounted with the 5 years
ceramic coating package:
from £60
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“ Detailing services with a personal touch ”

ceramic coating packages explained…
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The BENEFITS of CERAMIC COATINGS
GYEON high end ceramic coatings applied by highly skilled professional detailers will guarantee outstanding visual results and long lasting protection
GYEON coatings are very glossy and enhance the intensity of the paint, but what is more important, they ensure maximum protection on all surfaces of your vehicle. It will
collect dirt and contamination much slower. The regular maintenance becomes much easier, due to the slickness of the paint. Coatings protect against UV rays and harsh
chemicals, preventing oxidation and dullness.

Gyeon Q² Mohs:
•
•
•
•
•

-

Is one of the hardest automotive paint coating available.
Makes the paint resistant to scratches (swirls).
Much slower paint degradation during maintenance.
Highest self-cleaning ability
Keeps 80% of it`s original hydrophobic properties

12 months / 15.000 miles
- Durability: 4/5
- Gloss:
5/5
- Beading:
4/5
- Hardness:
5/5
- Self-cleaning: 4/5

Gyeon Q² Syncro:
- This offers incredible slickness and repellency
- The 2 layers of Q² Mohs Base applied, prolongs
the total durability throughout the full period of 2 years.
- Provides hardness and significant durability.
- Q² Skin is a thick and flexible top coat.
- Offers a great self-cleaning abilities.
- Makes the paint extremely resistant to scratches (swirls).

Gyeon Q² DuraFlex / Q² Mohs+
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

- Advanced, two-ingredient and double layer ceramic coating
- The Q² Base coating is the hardest automotive coating ever developed.
- Q² Flexi / Q² Phobic coat prevents watermarks and stains and prolongs
the total durability of the Q² Base throughout the full period of 5 years.
- Offers a great self-cleaning abilities / extremely resistant to scratches (swirls).
- Makes the paint extremely resistant to wash chemicals.
- Comes with the warranty of the highest level of protection, being highly resistant quartz coating.

24 months / 20.000 miles
- Durability: 4/5
- Gloss:
5/5
- Beading:
5/5
- Hardness:
5/5
- Self-cleaning: 4/5

60 months / 25.000 miles
- Durability: 5/5
- Gloss:
5/5
- Beading:
5/5
- Hardness:
5/5
- Self-cleaning: 5/5

The preparation of the car and applying process takes between 2 – 3 days.
For your piece of mind, each package is covered by warranty… (12/24/60 month)
*** To achieve this durability a proper safe maintenance wash is required ***
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